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Abstract 
 

Heart disease usually refers to the conditions like narrowed or blocked blood vessels 

which will result in heart failure, pain due to reduced blood flow to the heart (angina) or 

stroke. With the rampant increase within the heart stroke rates at juvenile ages, we'd like to 

place a system in situ to be ready to observe the symptoms of a heart stroke at associate 

degree early stage and so forestall it. it's impractical for a standard man to oftentimes endure 

expensive tests just like the graph and so there must be a system in situ that is handy and at an 

equivalent time reliable, in predicting the possibilities of a cardiovascular diseases. So, we 

tend to propose to develop associate degree application which may predict the vulnerability of 

a cardiovascular diseases given basic symptoms like age, sex, pulse etc. The machine learning 

algorithms or models has evidenced to be the foremost correct and reliable formula and hence 

employed in the planned system.  

 

The predict of heart disease is done in three phases: feature selection process in this 

process we will automatically or manually select those features which contribute most to your 

prediction variable or output in which you are interested in. The second phase is applying the 

machine learning algorithms which are AdaBoost, XGBoost and Stacking in which the data will 

be trained and tested. The third and the last phase is the User interface in which the user will 

enter his details and then the machine learning models will predict that the user will have 

heart diseases in future or not. 
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Introduction 
 

Heart disease is a condition that affects your heart. Heart disease is also interchangeable 

with the term cardiovascular disease. Heart disease generally refers to conditions like 

narrowed or blocked blood vessels that can lead to heart attack, chest pain due to reduced 

blood flow to the heart (angina) or stroke. There are other types of heart condition, such as 

those which affects your heart muscles, the valves of your heart or the rhythm in which your 

heart beats, this are also considered as forms of heart disease. Heart disease symptoms 

depends on what type of heart disease you have. Heart disease may be different for men and 

women. For example, men are more likely to have chest pain; on the other hand, women are 

more likely to have chest discomfort, such as shortness of breath, nausea and extreme fatigue. 

Symptoms may include pain, numbness, weakness or coldness in your legs or arms if the blood 

vessels in those parts of your body are narrowed [1]. Other symptoms can be pain in the neck, 

jaw, throat, upper abdomen, back and many more. Heart diseases are cause abnormal 

heartbeats (heart arrhythmias), heart defects, weak heart muscles (dilated cardiomyopathy), 

heart infections and valvular heart diseases You might not be diagnosed with cardiovascular 

disease until you have a heart attack, angina, and stroke It’s important to watch for heart 

disease symptoms and discuss with your doctor. Cardiovascular disease can sometimes be 

found in early stage and is easier to treat when detected early. You should always seek 

emergency care if you have these symptoms like chest pain, shortness of breath and fainting. 

Many forms of heart disease can be prevented or cured with healthy lifestyle choices [2].
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Chapter I:  Literature Review 
 

Data pre-processing in the proposed research uses techniques such as removing noisy 

data, removing missing data, filling default values where applicable, and classifying predictive 

and decision-making attributes at different levels. Diagnosis model performance is obtained 

through methods such as analysis of classification, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. This 

system proposes a model of prediction to predict whether a person has a heart disease and to 

provide information or advice about it. This is done by comparing the accuracy of applying 

rules to the individual results of Vector Machine Support, Gradient Boosting, Random Forest, 

Naive Bayes Classifier and Logistic Regression on the dataset used in a region to present an 

accurate model of cardiovascular disease prediction [3]. 

 

Currently the medical field is a long way from treating patients with various diseases. 

Among the most dangerous is the disorder of the heart that cannot be seen with a naked eye 

and comes immediately when it meets its limits. Poor medical decisions will result in a 

patient's death that no hospital can afford. In order to make good decisions, an appropriate 

and cost-effective computer-based treatment and support systems can be developed. This 

paper's main objective was to create a model that could assess and derive unknown 

information (patterns and relationships) related to heart disease from a past record of the 

database of heart disease. It can solve complicated heart disease detection queries and thus 

help medical practitioners make smart clinical decisions that traditional decision support 

systems have not been able to make. It can help to reduce treatment costs by delivering 

effective treatments. Different types of techniques applied in the prediction of heart disease or 

diagnosis have been discussed in this paper suggested methodology of hybrid technique has 

been provided that can be implemented in the future to have an accuracy of nearly 100 

percent or with least error. The proposed system was implemented in MATLAB [4].  

 

Healthcare industry is generally known to be ' information rich, ' but it is unfortunate 

that all the data needed to discover hidden patterns are not being mined. Advanced data 

mining techniques are used for effective decision-making in the medical field. This paper 

proposed to use random forest and Naive Bayes to predict heart disease. Approach is also 

proposed to select features prior to classification to boost model quality.  
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SVM-RFE and gain ratio algorithms are applied to the data set for the selection of features, 

which in the results assign weight to each feature. This method leads to increasing reliability 

and reducing processing time. Experimental results indicate that the suggested choice method 

improves the accuracy of both models [5]. 

 

Most countries face heart disease or cardiovascular disease at high and rising rates. 

Regardless of how best to make the giant measurement of data reliably in the pharmaceutical 

class, little has been done to use this open data to understand the challenges facing a viable 

echocardiography exam. Designing a perceptive framework for recognition of heart disease 

using data mining techniques appropriate to improve the constancy of the conclusion of heart 

infections. Learning Discovery in Database strategy including nine iterative and instinctive 

advances was grasped to think of basic cases from a dataset containing a few reports of heart 

patients across the globe on echocardiography examination. We then divide this information 

into Training and Testing Data Sets and use the SVM technique to achieve relatively higher 

accuracy of prediction. As we did a mixture of Genetic and Naïve Bayes Method, the 

investigation built a hybrid model of these two techniques and named it Hybrid Genetic Naïve 

Bayes Version to predict high results accuracy [6]. 

 

New technologies such as analytics, artificial intelligence, machine learning have 

affected many sectors such as health care, automotive, etc. Such advances have resulted in 

various benefits in the healthcare sector, such as support for clinical decision making, better 

coordination of treatment, enhancement of patient well-being, etc. Coronary heart disease 

(CHD) affects millions of people throughout the world. Different machine learning methods 

can be used in healthcare to improve the accuracy of predictions. This paper analyzes different 

ensemble methods (Bagged Tree, Random Forest, and AdaBoost) together with Feature subset 

selection method- Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to accurately predict a patient’s 

incidence of heart disease. Experimental results show the highest accuracy obtained by 

Bagged Tree and PSO [7]. 

 

Cardiovascular disease is a concept in many medical disorders. Such medical conditions 

define the extraordinary health conditions that directly affect the heart and all parts. Heart 

disease is a major health problem in today's country. This paper aims to analyze the different 

techniques evolved in recent years for the prediction of heart disease. The results show that 

neural networks with 15 different attributes have surpassed all other data mining techniques.  
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Another finding from the study is that with the aid of the genetic algorithm and function 

subset selection, the decision tree has also shown good accuracy [6]. 

 

Dangare, C.S. and S. Apte's system examined Heart disease prediction models using 

more input attributes. The system uses medical terms such as age, blood pressure, cholesterol 

and 13 characteristics to estimate a patient's risk of a heart disease. To date, 13 attributes 

have been used to estimate. The paper incorporated two additional features, i.e. obesity and 

smoking. The strategies for classifying data mining, namely Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, and 

Neural Networks, are evaluated on the database of heart disease. Based on accuracy of these 

techniques comparision is done. According to our tests accuracy Neural Networks, Decision 

Trees and Naive Bayes were 100%, 99.62%, and 90.74% respectively. studies show that 

Neural Networks forecasts Heart disease with the highest accuracy from these three 

classification models. 

 

Cardiac condition forecasting was designed to support patients in their diagnosis. We 

also suggested a method for classifying cardiac disease information. The patient's report is 

expected to find out if they have heart disorder signs by Data Mining. It is important to find the 

best suited category algorithm that has a better classification reliability in the case of cardiac 

disease prediction. Since the information is a huge selection tool used to through the dataset. 

The reduced information is then provided to the classification. We also propose a new 

function selection method algorithm, a hybrid approach mixing CFS and Bayes Theorem. The 

suggested algorithm provides better precision compared to the traditional algorithm and the 

hybrid CFS+FilterSubsetEval algorithm [8]. 

 

Worldwide, heart disease is the leading cause of death for both men and women. One in 

four people suffers and die from cardiovascular disease. Therefore, a quick and accurate 

diagnosis of heart disease is crucial to raise patients ' chances of long-term recovery and to 

save millions of lives. In this study, advanced Ensemble Machine Learning Software, using an 

Adaptive Boosting Algorithm, is built for precise coronary heart disease diagnosis and 

outcome predictions. Four data sets for cardiovascular disease diagnosis, including patients 

diagnosed with coronary heart disease from the Cleveland Clinic Foundation (CCF), the 

Hungarian Cardiology Institute (HIC), the Long Beach Medical Center (LBMC) and the Swiss 

University Hospital (SUH), were applied to the developed group learning and prediction 

models [9]. 
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The health care systems have many available data. Nonetheless, secret relations in the 

data lack active analytical methods. This paper aims to model an Interface based on GUI to 

access patient records and to determine whether a patient is heart disease-based Classifier by 

Weighted Association. The prediction is created using the historical data or a software 

database of the user. Different weights are assigned according to their predictive capability in 

a Weighted Associate Classifier (WAC). The Association Classifiers have already been proved 

to work well over traditional approaches such as decision treaties and rule induction. In 

compared with other current related classifiers, it was found that WAC provides increased 

accurateness. In contrast to the experimental results. The program then uses WAC to create a 

rule base as a data mining technique. The framework was deployed on the java platform with 

UCI's training repository's benchmark information. For the new dataset, the model can be 

extended [10]. 

 

As a large amount of data is generated in medical organizations (hospitals, medical 

centers) but as this data is not properly used. The datasets contain a wealth of hidden data. 

This unused information can be turned to useful information. We can use various data mining 

techniques for this purpose. This article presents an approach to classifying cardiovascular 

disease and shows how Naive Bayes can be used for classifications. We classify health data in 

five categories: no, low, medium, high and very high within our system. Therefore, the device 

determines the category tag of this specimen when an unidentified sample arrives. Then two 

essential roles are done, namely recognition (training) and estimation (testing). The system's 

reliability relies on the used algorithm and server [11]. 

 

The main cause of morbidity and death in modern society is heart disease (HD). 

Medical automation would be very useful and significant but complex task should be carried 

out precisely and efficiently. A Healthcare Diagnostic Automation System can boost medical 

care and lower costs. Unfortunately, not all doctors are equally skilled in every sub-specialty 

and are in many places a scarce resource. In this article, the forecasting of heart disease was 

provided with a new approach focused on the coactive neuro-fuzzy inference model (CANFIS). 

The suggested CANFIS model merged the adaptive ability of the neural network and the flimsy 

value logical approach that is then incorporated with genetic algorithms to diagnose the 

disease. In terms of trainings outcomes and identification exactness, the quality of the CANFIS 

system was measured and the results showed that the CANFIS method suggested had great 

potential for forecasting heart disease [12]. 
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This research is mainly aimed at developing an Intelligent System using Naive Bayes, 

the data mining methods. This client answers to the predefined questions as a web-based 

program. The data is collected from the existing server and the reliability of the clients is 

correlated to qualified data. That allows health practitioners to make intelligent patient 

choices that traditional systems of decision-making can't answer nuanced questions of heart 

disease detection and. This also aims to minimize healthcare expenses by delivering successful 

treatments [13]. 

 

The world's leading cause of death is heart disease. Since predicting heart attack is 

complex problem which requires expertise and knowledge, many medical practitioners find it 

difficult to predict. Today the health sector contains covert information which can be 

important for decision-making. Various machine learning classifiers such as Decision Tree, 

J48, ID3, Naïve Bayes, CART, and Bayesian Networks have been used in the existing analysis 

for predicting heart disease. The results show a 99 percent predictability. Data mining helps 

the health sector to predict software collection trends [14]. 

 

Cardiovascular disease is the worst in today's modern world. The disease affects a 

person so rapidly that it can hardly be handled any longer. The scientific profession thus finds 

it difficult to properly identify patients on a timely basis. Wrong medical diagnosis leads to a 

poor reputation and loss of identity. The diagnosis of this disease is also quite high and not 

inexpensive, particularly in India, for most patients. This paper was intended to build a cost-

effective data-mining engineering treatment system to promote decision help in datasets. 

Basically, all doctors use certain hospital systems to handle their patients ' healthcare. 

Unfortunately, most organizations seldom use the immense clinical data where important 

information is concealed. Since these structures generate immense information amounts in 

different forms, these details are rarely visited and unused. There are therefore many efforts 

to make smart decisions in this respect. The classification of different characteristics or effects 

of this disorder is complicated. In this article, an attempt is made to aid in the identification of 

the disease in question using various data mining techniques [15]. 

 

A great deal of knowledge in the clinical archive is created by modern medicine. It is 

constantly important to collect useful data and determine clinically on the diagnosis and 

treatment of illness from the server. They suggest a predictive framework for the detection of 

the cause of death of society.  
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They then evaluate clinicians with heart diseases to see which treatment is the right 

and safest. In the hybrid approach, the algorithm of the decision table saves the data based on 

the desired collection of Attributes and makes predictions for the data with that model as a 

query table. Every table entry has a group probability correlated with it. The key challenge of 

the table of decisions is to choose a selection of particularly biased features. Naïve Bayes has 

autonomy assumptions among predictors on theorem of Bayes [16]. 

 

The health sector usually uses the doctor's expertise and experience to render 

professional decisions. In the medical field, machine aided decision support plays a major part. 

With growing research on the cardiac disease prediction system, research results have 

become important to categories and give readers an overview of the existing prediction 

techniques for each category of cardiac disease. Neural networks are one of several analytical 

tools for data mining that can be used to predict medical information. In the analysis, the 

reliability of the cardiac prediction method has been enhanced by Hybrid intelligent algorithm.  

In this article were outlined the widely employed Heart Disease Detection methods and their 

application. The analysis concludes that data mining plays a key role in the classification of 

heart disease. The Offline Training Network is good for early disease prediction and good 

system performance can be obtained by pre-processed and standardized data set. By reducing 

features, the accuracy of classification can be improved [17]. 

 

Information mines have been successfully applied in the very visible areas of e-

business, advertising and distribution in other businesses and sectors. Healthcare is one of 

these areas only to be discovered. The health sector is usually' Data dense,' but not all the 

information needed to find hidden trends and successful decision-making are sadly gathered. 

The research paper will use Category Modelling Techniques in Data Mining, including Decision 

Trees and the Neural Network, together with the Apriori algorithm and the Heart Disease 

Prediction MAFIA algorithm. It can estimate the risk of heart disease in patients using health 

records such as gender, sex, blood pressure and blood sugar. In this post, the emphasis is on 

utilizing various algorithms and variations for effective prediction of heart attacks using data 

mining. Decision Tree surpassed 99.62% with 15 properties. With 15. Therefore, with the 

introduction of genetic algorithms, the reliability of the Decision Tree and Bayesian 

classification is increased to minimize the actual data size to achieve an appropriate subset of 

attributes enough to predict heart disease [18]. 
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Monika Gandhi et.al, used the Naïve Bayes algorithms and evaluated the health data 

collection, the Decision Tree and the Network algorithms. The program includes a great many 

apps. Therefore, the number of apps must be reduced. You can do this by selecting a section. 

They say that time is reduced when doing this. The decision tree and neural networks were 

used [19]. The K method, neural network, Naive bays and heart disease prediction decisions 

tree were used by J Thomas, R Theresa Princy. They employed data mining to detect the risk of 

heart disease [20].  

 

An automated framework for medical diagnosis is introduced by Purushottam et.al that 

increases medical care and reduces costs as well. We have developed a system in this analysis 

that can effectively detect rules for predicting patients ' risk levels based on the defined safety 

parameter. The laws may be prioritized according to the demand of the consumer. The 

system's efficiency is evaluated for diagnosis precision and the results show that it has a 

strong potential to better predict the risk of heart disease [21]. 

 

The decision tree Naïve Bayes, Decision-tree, Artificial Neural Networks to create 

Intelligent Heart Disease Prediction Systems (IHDPS), was used by Sellappan Palanyappán, 

Rafiah Awang. The findings are shown both in table and graphic formats in order to enhance 

visualization and simple understanding. It also helps to reduce the cost of treatment by 

delivering effective services. Seeing secret patterns and partnerships still go untapped. This 

condition was remedied by advanced data processing techniques [22]. 

 

The decision tree, supporting vector machines, deep learning, K closest neighborhood 

algorithms were used by Himanshu Sharma, M A Rizvi. As the datasets had noise, they tried 

cleaning and pre-processing the data set to reduce the noise and to reduce the size of the 

dataset. They find that neural networks would achieve good accuracy [23].  

 

The cardiovascular disorder and multiple signs of heart attack is discussed in detail in 

Animesh Hazra et.al. The different types of algorithms and methods of classification and 

clustering were used [24]. The study was rendered using data mining by V. Krishnaiah, G. 

Narsimha, N. Subhash Chandra. The analysis showed that different methods are used to 

estimate heart diseases with different number of attributes [25].  

 

The reports on heart disease have been shown by Er. Prabhsharn Kaur to be redundant 

and duplicated. This must be done in advance. We also state that the data set should be used to 

pick apps to achieve better results[26]. 
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 Data mining has been used by J. Vijayashree and N.Ch. Sriman Narayana Iyengar. Every day an 

immense amount of data is made. The analysis cannot be done manually as such. Data mining 

can be used to forecast these databases diseases effectively. Various data mining techniques 

are analyzed in this paper on a database of heart disease. Finally, this paper analyzes and 

contrasts the working conditions of the various classification algorithms on a database of 

heart disease [27]. 

 

Benjamin EJ et.al [27] notes that 7 primary heart conditions, like smoking, physical 

inactivity, diet, hypertension, cholesterol, diabetes, and high blood pressure, are known. The 

rates of cardiac disease including stroke and cardio-vascular disease were also discussed. In 

their analysis, Abhay Kishore et.al demonstrated that the recurring neural network provides 

good precision in contrast to other algorithms such as CNN, Naïve Bayes and SVM. Thus, in 

cardiac disease prediction, neural networks function well. We have managed to predict silent 

heart attacks to alert the patient as quickly as possible. 

 

M. Nikhil Kumar et.al. [28]using specific algorithms–Decision tree, Random forest, 

Naive Bayes, KNN, Vector support system, algorithm for Logistic System Tree. In contrast with 

other algorithms, Naïve Bayes algorithm gave good performance. You used the UCI heart 

condition data collection server. In comparison, the J48 algorithm took less time to build. 

Amandeep Kaur et.al. [29] contrasted various algorithms, such as the K – nearest neighbor, 

Naïve Bayes, and Help vector machine for prediction of heart disease. 

 

Stephen F Weng et.al [30] used four algorithms for machine learning: logistical 

regression; random forest; gradient boosting; and neural systems. We proved that machine 

learning algorithms work well in correctly predicting instances of heart disease. They claim 

that this will be the first research with electronic records utilizing machine learning 

techniques. The Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) is the basis of this dataset. The 

electronic medical records include essential medical data, such as human population figures, 

medical history and experts. 

 

The studies on heart disease prediction used by data mining Sahaya Arthy et.al [29] 

examined. The technique of data mining is often used in diagnosis of heart disease. These also 

address popular repositories, including UCI registry heart condition systems, software used 

such as Weka, Rapid Miner, Software Melt, Apache Mahout, Rattle, KEEL, R, etc. We claim that 

the use of one algorithm contributes to increased prediction accuracy. 
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 But the use of two or more hybridization algorithms will strengthen and boost detection of 

heart disease with great precision. 

 

The data mining techniques are discussed by A. Sudha et.al [31]. We give a design 

diagram that involves the measures-data collection, standardization and pre-processing, 

reduction in dimensionality utilizing key part information, selection of subsets of 

characteristics, classification algorithm and review of performance. We used three decision-

making trees classificatory, Naïve Bayes and neural networks. We say that neural networks 

are different than other classifications.  
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Chapter II:  Methodology 
 

 

The system uses different algorithms to forecast heart disease via machine learning 

models. To reach the final prediction, each algorithm takes a different approach. This can 

describe the process of each algorithm. A flow chart is a diagram category which illustrates a 

procedure, an equation or method which displays the measures as boxes of different sorts and 

their order by connecting them to documents. The diagram shows a template of solution for a 

problem. Python is chosen for this application. Python is an intelligent tool for development 

[32]. Python is widely regarded as the language of choice of computer models of education and 

learning. Python also has special tools that work with machine learning systems extremely 

helpfully. Some of them list a variety of frames and modules and plugins such as NumPy where 

Python's tasks are easier to carry out. Therefore, for these applicable uses, the meaning of the 

programming language itself is also relevant. The scikit module "Machine Learning in Python" 

provides a further resource that can guide professionals to Python [33]. 

 

Ensemble Classifier is a mixture of several models [34] that offers better quality than a 

single model, which in effect improves classification exactness or predictive efficiency. An 

ensemble model means an individual model collection. In this model, different methods of 

learning are used to produce N different models using one training data set. The system then 

combines its outputs to decide the result once the different models are obtained. The result is 

a weighted average of all inputs for each model or for each majority vote. 

 

The ensemble classifier approach is Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost). The underlying 

issue of matching can be increasing with AdaBoost in various machine learning techniques. 

Boosting is a way of turning soft students into good learners. AdaBoost works by selecting 

basic classification systems (e.g. decision trees) and by improving these by taking misclassified 

attributes from the trained data set into consideration in an iterative way. All the training 

features and attributes are weighted equally, and a basic classification is selected. We attach 

the base classifier to the training set after each iteration and refer to the weight of the 

misclassified attributes. Every time we apply basic learners with up-to-date weights. we 

iterate n times. In the last model, the approach proposed combines each weak learner's 

prediction by considering the average or weighted average of n students [35]. 
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2.1 Data Mining 
 

 

FIG. 2.1. Data Mining Procedure 

 

Data mining is the field for examining pre-existing database for excavating new 

information. This field forms the basis of Analytics and is used to make predictions for various 

field such as marketing, finance, Medicare, weather, etc. Many times, the term data mining is 

construed to finding relevant data from the pre-existing data set instead, it is the extraction of 

relevant information or pattern for making predictions. Data mining is the field which is 

inevitably used in the field of Medicare [36]. In the process of prediction, the initial 

requirement is to have a clear data set. The data which we get needs to be cleaned up first by 

using techniques like machine learning, statistics, etc. The field of data mining is not only 

restricted to retail and sales but has numerous other applications too. 

 

Data mining satisfies its main goal by identifying valid, potentially useful, and easily 

understandable, correlations and patterns present in existing data. This goal of data mining 

can be achieved by modelling it as either predictive or descriptive nature. 
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1. Regression- In statistical modelling, regression analysis is used to find relations 

between dependent and independent variable.  

2. Clustering- It involves the grouping of "similar" items together in form of cluster using 

algorithms like K- means clustering.  

3. Classification- It is used to predict categorical class labels by means of various models 

like naive Bayes, decision tree.  

4. Anomaly Detection- Data mining techniques are also used to detect unusual patterns, 

which do not conform to the expected results called outliers. Support Vector Based 

Anomaly detection technique, Clustering Based Anomaly Detection Technique, etc.  

5. Summarization- This task helps to give the user a better and compact information 

about the data and the most common tool used for the same is Excel. 

The predictive model works by making a prediction about values of data, which uses known 

results found from different datasets. The tasks include in the predictive data mining model 

includes classification, prediction, regression and analysis of time series. The predictive data-

mining model predicts the future outcomes based on past records present in the database or 

with known answers.  

The descriptive model mostly identifies patterns or relationships in datasets. It serves to 

explore the properties of the data examined earlier and not to predict new properties. The 

descriptive model encompasses task to perform as Clustering, Association Rules, 

Summarizations, and Sequence Analysis. The descriptive data-mining model discovers 

patterns in the data and understands the relationships between the attributes represented by 

the data [37].  

2.2 Hardware Requirement  

 
• PROCESSOR: - Pentium 4  

• RAM:  

o Minimum: - 4MB  

o Recommended: - 8GB  

• HARD DISK:  

o Minimum: - 8GB  

o Recommended: - 12GB 
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2.3 Software Requirement  
 

• Operating System like windows 7, windows 8, windows 10 in which Python v3.5 is 

compatible.  

• Python v3.5 and above.  

2.4 Technology Used  
 

As this project is mainly focused on image processing, we have used the PYTHON 

software which supports and provides many features for processing the image. 

2.5 About Software  
 

Python is a high-level language and interactive environment for numerical computation, 

visualization, and programming. Using Python, you can analyses data, develop algorithms, and 

create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to 

explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or traditional 

programming languages, such as C/C++ or Java. You can use Python for a range of applications, 

including signal processing and communications, image and video processing, control systems, 

test and measurement, computational finance, and computational biology. More than a million 

engineers and scientists in industry and academia use Python, the language of technical 

computing. Key Features High-level language for numerical computation, visualization, and 

application development Interactive environment for iterative exploration, design, and 

problem solving Mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, 

filtering, optimization, numerical integration, and solving ordinary differential equations Built-

in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom plots Development tools for 

improving code quality and maintainability and maximizing performance Tools for building 

applications with custom graphical interfaces functions for integrating Python based 

algorithms with external applications. 

2.6 List of PYTHON Function  
 

• read_csv (): Read data from csv file.  

• drop (): drops the data which is not useful.  

• tts (): In this function the data is split into testing and training set. Also, we can give the 

percentage in which the data should be divide.  
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• SFS (): Implementation of Sequential Feature Selection algorithm.  

• fit (): it fits the data quickly and easily.  

• RandomForestClassifier (): Implementation of random forest algorithm.  

• predict (): given a trained model, predict the label of a new set of data.  

• predict_proba (): gives you the probabilities for the target.  

• confusion_matrix (): confusion plots the graph saying how many predictions are 

correct and how many are wrong.  

• AdaBoostClassifier (): Implementation of AdaBoost algorithm.  

• accuracy_score (): this function computes subset accuracy.  

• classification_report (): It gives the support precision, recall and f1 reports for each 

algorithm.  

• load (): It is used to load the data or the file which is save in the desktop.  

• plot_roc_curve (): It plots the Receiver operating characteristic graph.  

• XGBClassifier (): Implementation of XGBoost Classifier algorithm.  

• StackingClassifier (): Implementation of Stacking Classifier algorithm.  

• heatmap (): It helps in plotting graph, plot rectangular data as a color-encoded matrix.  

• wx. App (): It is used to create a frame, a user interface in which the patient will enter 

his details for prediction of heart diseases.  

• StaticText (): It is used to display the text on the UI for the user to understand.  

• GetValue (): It is used to get the value from the user. append (): It is used to append or 

add the data to a specific list. 
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2.7   Boosting Algorithm and Flow Chart 
 

 

FIG. 2.2. Boosting Procedure 

 

It works in the following steps [38]:  

1. Initialize the dataset and assign equal weight to each of the data point.  

2. Provide this as input to the model and identify the wrongly classified data points.  

3. Increase the weight of the wrongly classified data points.  

4. Update the weight of the dataset and send it back to the model  

5. Repeat the steps 2-4 until all the wrongly data points are fixed.  

6. End 
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2.8 AdaBoost Classifier Algorithm and Flow Chart 
 

 

FIG.2.3. AdaBoost Classifier Algorithm and Flow Chart 

 

It works in the following steps [39]: 

1. Initially, AdaBoost selects a training subset randomly.  

2. It iteratively trains the AdaBoost machine learning model by selecting the training set based 

on the accurate prediction of the last training.  

3. It assigns the higher weight to wrong classified observations so that in the next iteration 

these observations will get the high probability for classification.  

4. Also, it assigns the weight to the trained classifier in each iteration according to the accuracy 

of the classifier. The more accurate classifier will get high weight.  

5. This process iterates until the complete training data fits without any error or until reached 

to the specified maximum number of estimators.  

6. To classify, perform a "vote" across all of the learning algorithms you built. 
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2.9   XGBoost Classifier Algorithm and Flow Chart 
 

 

FIG.2.9. XGBoost Classifier Algorithm and Flow Chart 

 

It works in the following steps [40]:  

1. Initially, XGBoost selects a training subset randomly.  

2. It iteratively trains the XGBoost machine learning model by selecting the training set based 

on the accurate prediction of the last training.  

3. It assigns the higher weight to weak classifier observations so that in the next iteration 

these observations will get the high probability for classification  

4. Also, it assigns the weight to the trained classifier in each iteration according to the accuracy 

of the classifier. The more accurate classifier will get high weight.  

5. This process iterates until the complete training data fits without any error or until reached 

to the specified maximum number of estimators.  

6. All the output is combined, and final prediction is given. 
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Chapter III:  Implementation 
 

Heart Diseases Dataset Description. A dataset is a collection of data. In the case of 

tabular data, a data set corresponds to one or more database table, where every column of the 

table represents a variable, and each row corresponds to a given record of the data set in 

question. The data set lists values for each of the variables, such as height and weight of an 

object, for each member of the data set. Data sets can also consist of a collection of documents 

or files. This Heart disease dataset was collected from the four following locations:  

• Cleveland Clinic Foundation  

• Hungarian Institute of Cardiology, Budapest  

• V.A. Medical Centre, Long Beach, CA  

• University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland  

The creator of this dataset are Andras Janosi M.D., William Steinbrunn M.D., Matthias 

Pfisterer M.D., Robert Detrano, M.D. and Ph.D. The next step was to obtain the dataset. For this 

we have used Cleveland dataset from UCI library. The dataset contains as many as 76 

parameters describing the complete health status of heart. These parameters are obtained by 

expensive clinical tests like ECG, CT scan etc. Out of these, the traditional heart disease 

prediction system uses 13 major parameters. Since these parameters require expensive lab 

tests to find ECG, chest pain type, ST depression etc. To avoid these and to make system less 

complex we selected above mentioned parameters which can be easily measured using 

different sensors available in the market. There are 303 record in this database. In which, 139 

(45.87%) records present presence of heart disease while 164 (54.13%) present absence of 

heart disease [41]. 

The following is the description of the 14 attributes. 

1) Age: Age in year 

2) Sex: Sex (value 1: Male; value 0: Female)  

3) Cp: Chest pain type (value 1: typical type 1 angina; value 2: typical type angina; value 3: 

non-angina pain; value 4: asymptomatic)  

4) Trestbpss: Resting blood pressure (mm Hg on admission to the hospital)  

5) Chol: Serum Cholesterol in mg/dl  

6) Fbs: Fasting blood sugar (value 1: > 120 mg/dl; value 0 :< 120 mg/dl) 
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7) Restecg: Resting Electrocardiographic results (values 0: normal; value1: 1 having ST-T 

wave abnormality; value 2: showing probable or definite left ventricular hypertrophy)  

8) Thalach: Maximum heart rate achieved  

9) Exang: Exercise induced angina (value 1: yes; value 0: no)  

10) Oldpeak: ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest  

11) Slope: The slope of the peak exercise ST segment (value 1: unsloping; value 2: flat; value 

3: down sloping)  

12) Ca: Number of major vessels colored by fluoroscopy (value 0-3) 

13) Thal: (value3 = normal; value 6 = fixed defect; value 7 = reversible defect) 

14) Num: Diagnosis of heart diseases (angiographic disease status) 

3.1 Feature Selection Process  
 

We all may have faced this problem of identifying the related features from a set of data 

and removing the irrelevant or less important features with do not contribute much to our 

target variable in order to achieve better accuracy for our model.  

 

Feature Selection process hold a very high importance in machine learning which hugely 

impacts the performance of your model. The data features that you use to train your machine 

learning models or algorithms have a huge influence on the performance you can achieve. 

Irrelevant or missing features can negatively impact the performance of the system  

 

Feature selection is one of the first and important steps while performing any machine 

learning task. A feature in case of a dataset simply means a column. When we get any dataset, 

not necessarily every column (feature) is going to have an impact on the output variable. If we 

add these irrelevant features in the model, it will just make the model worst and can decrease 

the accuracy of the models and make your model learn based on irrelevant features. This gives 

rise to the need of doing feature selection.  

 

When it comes to implementation of feature selection in Numerical and Categorical 

features are to be treated differently. Here we will discuss about Numeric feature selection. 

Hence before implementing the following methods, we need to make sure that the Data Frame 

only contains Numeric features.  
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Benefits of performing feature selection before modelling your data are as follows:  

• Reduces Overfitting: Less redundant data means less opportunity to make decisions 

based on noise.  

• Improves Accuracy: Less misleading data means modelling accuracy improves.  

• Reduces Complexity: fewer data points reduce algorithm complexity and makes it 

easier to understand.  

• Faster Training: It enables the machine learning algorithm to train faster. In this 

system, we have used two feature selection process which are sequential / forward 

feature selection process and backward feature selection process. 

In this system, we have used two feature selection process which are sequential / forward 

feature selection process and backward feature selection process [42, 43]. 

3.2 Sequential Forward Feature Selection  
 

Sequential forward choice is feature choice algorithmic rule that utilizes a specific 

learning technique to calculate and achieve feature subsets supported the performance results 

of that individual learner. Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) is that the simplest greedy 

search algorithmic rule and performs best once the optima set contains a little variety of 

options. This algorithmic rule consecutive adds feature supported the results of the target 

operate.  

 

First, we have initialized an empty list to which we will be adding the relevant features. 

We start by selecting one feature and calculating the metric value for each feature on cross-

validation dataset. The feature offering best metric value is selected and appended to list of 

features. The process is repeated, this time with two features, one selected from the previous 

iteration and the other one selected from the set of all features do not present in the set of 

already chosen features. The metric value is computed for each set of 2 features and feature 

offering best metric value is appended to the list of relevant features. This process is repeated 

until we have the desired number of features. Thus, we can look at the feature set as a hyper 

parameter. Forward feature selection allows us to tune this hyper parameter for optimal 

performance [44].  

Input:  𝑌 =  {𝑦1, 𝑦2, . . . , 𝑦𝑑} 

• The SFS algorithm takes the entire d-dimensional feature set as input.  
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Output: 𝑋𝑘 =  {𝑥𝑗|𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘;  𝑥𝑗 ∈ 𝑌} Where 𝑘 = (0,1,2, . . . , 𝑑) 

• SFS returns a subset of features; the number of selected features k, where k<d, must be 

specified a priori.  

Initialization: 𝑋0 = ∅, 𝑘 = 0  

 

• We initialize the algorithm with an empty set ∅ ("null set") so that k=0 (where k is the 

size of the subset).  

Step 1 (Inclusion):  

 

𝑥+= 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐽(𝑥𝑘 + 𝑥), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥 ∈ 𝑌 − 𝑋𝑘  

𝑋𝑘 + 1 = 𝑋𝑘 + 𝑥 + 

𝑘 = 𝑘 + 1  

Go to step 1  

• In this step, we add an additional feature, x+, to our feature subset Xk.  

• x+ is the feature that maximizes our criterion function, that is, the feature that is 

associated with the best classifier performance if it is added to Xk.  

• We repeat this procedure until the termination criterion is satisfied.  

Termination: k = p  

• We add features from the feature subset Xk until the feature subset of size k contains 

the number of desired features p that we specified a priori. 

3.3 Sequential Backward Feature Selection  
 

Different with Sequential Forward Selection that begins with empty set, sequential backward 

selection (SBS) does the opposite by starting with entire set of attributes. This algorithm 

sequentially removes the feature that result smallest decrease in the value of the objective 

function.  

 

First, we have initialized an empty list to in which we will be add all relevant features. 

We start by selecting one feature and calculating the metric value for each feature on cross-

validation dataset. The feature offering worst metric value is selected and removed from the 

list of features. The process is repeated, this time with another feature, excluding the one 
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 selected from the previous iteration and then other one selected from the set of all features do 

not present in the set of already chosen features. This process is repeated until we have the 

desired number of features. Thus, we can look at the feature set as a hyper parameter. 

backward feature selection allows us to tune this hyper parameter for optimal performance 

[45].  

 

Input: the set of all features, 𝑌 =  {𝑦1, 𝑦2. . . , 𝑦𝑑}  

• The SBS algorithms takes the whole feature set as input  

Output: 𝑋𝑘 =  {𝑥𝑗|𝑗 = 1, 2. . . , 𝑘; 𝑥𝑗 ∈ 𝑌}, where 𝑘 = (0,1,2, . . . , 𝑑)  

• SBS returns a subset of features; the number of selected features k, where k<d, has to be a 

specific a priori.  

Initialization: 𝑋0 = 𝑌, 𝑘 = 𝑑  

• We initialize the algorithm with the given feature set so that k=d.  

Step 1 (Exclusion):  

𝑥−=  𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐽(𝑥𝑘 − 𝑥), where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑘  

Xk-1=Xk-x-  

𝑘 = 𝑘 − 1  

Go to step 1  

• In this step, we remove a feature, x− from our feature subset Xk  

• x- is the feature that maximizes our criterion function upon re, oval, that is, the feature 

that is associated with the best classifier performance if it is removed from Xk  

• We repeat this procedure until the termination criterion is satisfied.  

Termination: k=p  

• We add features from the feature subset Xk until the feature subset of size K contains 

the number of desired features p that we specified a priori. 

3.4 Machine Learning Models / Algorithms  
 

In this system, we have implemented three models which are AdaBoost, XGBoost and 

stacking classifier, here as we see that AdaBoost and XGBoost uses boosting technique, not 

only this but AdaBoost and stacking classifier needs a base classifier model and so we have 

used RandomForestClassifier. Before going ahead with the algorithms let’s have an analysis on 

boosting and RandomForestClassifier. 
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3.4.1 Boosting:  
 

Firstly, the boosting uses voting (for classification) or averaging (for numeric 

prediction) to combine output of individual models. It combines model of the same type for 

example decision tree. However, boosting is iterative. In boosting each new model is 

influenced by the performance of those built model previously. Boosting encourages new 

models to become experts for instances handled incorrectly by earlier ones by assigning 

greater weight to those instances. A final difference is that boosting weights a model’s 

contribution by its confidence rather than giving equal weight to all models. The main idea of 

boosting is to train a sequence of classifiers so that each subsequent classifier concentrates 

mostly on the errors made by the previous ones. This is achieved by assigning a probability 

label to each training pattern and maintaining it over the whole training phase. The update 

rules for probability labels are fully specified by the boosting algorithm. The worse the 

performance of the previously built classifiers on an example is, the higher the probability it 

will get.  

 

The basic boosting algorithm is described as follows: 

1. Initialize 𝑡 =  1, and labels 𝐷𝑖(𝑡)  =  𝑙/𝑛, 𝑖 =  1, 2, … , 𝑛.  

2. Train a weak classifier using distribution 𝐷(𝑡)  =  {𝐷𝑖(𝑡) | 𝐼 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛}  

3. Get the weak hypothesis ℎ(𝑡): 𝑋 −>  {−1, +1} by minimizing the error 

 

𝑒(𝑡) = ∑ 𝐷𝑡(𝑖)
𝑖:ℎ(𝑡)(𝑥𝑖)≠𝑦𝑖

 

4. Choose:  

𝑎(𝑡) =
1

2
ln (

1 − 𝑒(𝑡)

𝑒(𝑡)
 

5. Update D(t):  

 

𝐷𝑖

(𝑡+1)
 =

𝐷𝑖
(𝑡)

 exp (−𝑎(𝑡)𝑦𝑖ℎ
(𝑡)(𝑥𝑖))

𝑍(𝑡)
 

 

where, Z(t) is a normalize factor.  

6. Repeat steps 2-5 T times. 
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FIG.3.4.1. Boosting 

3.4.2 Random Forest Classifier:  
 

Random forest algorithm is a supervised classification algorithm. As the name suggest, 

this algorithm creates the forest with several trees. In general, the more trees in the forest the 

more robust the forest looks like. In the same way in the random forest classifier, the higher 

the number of trees in the forest gives the high accuracy results. Random forest is a machine 

learning algorithm based on ensemble learning. Ensemble learning is a type of learning where 

you join different types of algorithms or same algorithm multiple times to form a more 

powerful prediction model. The random forest algorithm combines multiple algorithm of the 

same type i.e. multiple decision trees, resulting in a forest of trees, hence the name "Random 

Forest". The random forest algorithm can be used for both regression and classification tasks.  

The following are the basic steps involved in performing the random forest algorithm:  
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1. Pick N random records from the dataset.  

2. Build a decision tree based on these N records.  

3. Choose the number of trees you want in your algorithm and repeat step 1 and 2.  

4. In case of a regression problem, for a new record, each tree in the forest predicts a value for 

Y (output). The final value can be calculated by taking the average of all the values predicted 

by all the trees in forest. Or, in case of a classification problem, each tree in the forest predicts 

the category to which the new record belongs. Finally, the new record is assigned to the 

category that wins the majority vote [46].  

There are many advantages of using Random Forest Classifier as the base algorithm for 

machine learning models in this project which are as follows:  

• The random forest algorithm is not biased, since, there are multiple trees and each tree 

is trained on a subset of data. Basically, the random forest algorithm relies on the 

power of "the crowd"; therefore, the overall biasedness of the algorithm is scale down.  

• This algorithmic program is extremely stable. even though a brand-new information is 

introduced within the knowledge set the general algorithm program isn't affected. 

since new data could impact one tree, however it's highly impossible for it to impact all 

the trees.  

• The random forest algorithm works better when you have both kind of data which is 

categorical and numerical features.  

• The random forest algorithm also works well when data has missing values, or it has 

not been scaled well. 

3.4.3 AdaBoost Classifier Algorithm  
 

AdaBoost is one in all ensemble boosting classifier projected by Yoav Freund and 

Robert Schapire in 1996. It combines multiple classifiers to extend the accuracy of classifiers. 

AdaBoost is AN unvaried ensemble methodology. AdaBoost classifier builds a powerful 

classifier by combining multiple poorly playing classifiers so you'll get high accuracy strong 

classifier. the essential idea behind AdaBoost is to line the weights of classifiers and coaching 

the information sample in every iteration specified it ensures the correct predictions of 

surprising observations. Any machine learning formula are often used as base classifier if it 

accepts weights on the coaching set. AdaBoost must meet 2 conditions: 
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1. The classifier should be trained interactively on various weighed training examples.  

2. In each iteration, it tries to provide an excellent fit for these examples by minimizing 

training error.  

The final equation of AdaBoost algorithm can be represented as follows:  

 

𝐹(𝑥) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛( Σ𝑚−1
𝑀  Θ𝑚𝑓𝑚(𝑥)), 

where f_m stands for the m_th weak classifier and theta_m is the corresponding weight. It is 

exactly the weighted combination of M weak classifiers. The whole procedure of the AdaBoost 

algorithm can be summarized as follow.  

 

Given a dataset containing n points, where  

𝑥𝑖 ∈  𝑅𝑑 , 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {−1,1}. 

Here -1 denotes the negative class while 1 denotes the positive one. Initialize the weight for 

ach data point as:  

 

𝑤(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) =
1

𝑛
, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛. 

For iteration 𝑚 = 1 … , 𝑀: 

1. Fit weak classifiers to the data set and select the one with the lowest weighted classification 

error.  

2. Calculate the weight for the weak classifier.  

3. Update the weight for each data point.  

After M iteration, we can get the final prediction by summing up the weighted prediction of 

each classifier [47]. 

 

3.4.4 XGBoost Classifier Algorithm  

XGBoost is an algorithm used for supervised learning problems. XGBoost means 

Extreme Gradient Boosting, it uses gradient boosting framework, in predicting problems 

involving unstructured data. XGBoost implements gradient boosting decision tree algorithm. 

This algorithm goes by lots of different names such as gradient boosting, multiple additive 

regression trees, stochastic gradient boosting or gradient boosting machines.  
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Gradient boosting is an approach where new models are created that predict the residuals or 

errors of prior models and then added together to make the final prediction. It is called 

gradient  

 

boosting because it uses a gradient descent algorithm to minimize the loss when adding new 

models. 

The two reasons to use XGBoost are also the two goals of this project:  

1. Execution Speed.  

2. Model Performance.  

This approach supports both regression and classification predictive modelling problems. 

There are some unique features of XGBoost.  

• Regularization: XGBoost has an option to penalize complex models through both L1 

and L2 regularization. Regularization helps in preventing overfitting.  

• Handling sparse data: Missing values or data processing steps like one-hot encoding 

make data sparse. XGBoost incorporates a sparsity-aware split finding algorithm to 

handle different types of sparsity patterns in the data  

• Weighted quantile sketch: Most existing tree-based algorithms can find the split 

points when the data points are of equal weights (using quantile sketch algorithm). 

However, they are not equipped to handle weighted data. XGBoost has a distributed 

weighted quantile sketch algorithm to effectively handle weighted data.  

• Block structure for parallel learning: For faster computing, XGBoost can make use of 

multiple cores on the CPU. This is possible because of a block structure in its system 

design. Data is sorted and stored in in-memory units called blocks. Unlike other 

algorithms, this enables the data layout to be reused by subsequent iterations, instead 

of computing it again. This feature also serves useful for steps like split finding and 

column sub-sampling.  

• Cache awareness: In XGBoost, non-continuous memory access is required to get the 

gradient statistics by row index. Hence, XGBoost has been designed to make optimal 

use of hardware. This is done by allocating internal buffers in each thread, where the 

gradient statistics can be stored.  

• Out-of-core computing: This feature optimizes the available disk space and maximizes 

its usage when handling huge datasets that do not fit into memory [48]. 
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FIG. 3.4.4. XGBoost Classifier Algorithm 

3.4.4 Stacking Classifier Algorithm (Hybrid Ensemble)  
 

Stacking is an ensemble learning technique to combine multiple models via a meta-

classifier. Unlike boosting, stacking is not normally used to combine models of the same type 

for example a set of decision trees. Instead it is applied to models built by different learning 

algorithms. Suppose you have a decision tree inducer, a Naïve Bayes learner, and an instance-

based learning scheme and you want to form a classifier for a given dataset. The usual 

procedure would be to estimate the expected error of each algorithm by cross-validation and 

to choose the best one to form a model for prediction on future data. But instead of doing this 

can’t we just combine all of them for prediction and combine the output. This can be done by 

stacking, stacking introduces the concept of a meta-learner, which replaces the previous 

procedure. Stacking tries to learn which classifier are the reliable ones, using another learning 

algorithm the meta-learner to discover how best to combine the output of the base learners. 
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FIG.3.4.4. Stacking Classifier Algorithm (Hybrid Ensemble) 

As we can see in the above diagram the individual classification models are trained 

based on the complete training set; then, the meta-classifier is fitted based on the outputs 

meta-learner of the individual classification models in the ensemble. The meta- learner can 

either be trained on the predicted class labels or probabilities from the ensemble [49, 50].  

The stacking algorithm can be described below:  

Input: Training Data D  

Output: An ensemble classifier H  

Step 1: Learn first-level classifiers  

for t <- 1 to T do  

 Learn a base classifier h1 based on D  

end for  

Step 2: Construct a new data sets from D  

 

for i <- 1 to m do  
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 Construct a new data set  

end for  

Step 3: Learn a second-level classifier  

Learn a new classifier H’ based on the newly constructed dataset  

return H 
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Chapter IV:  Result and Discussions 
 

Each segment analyses the findings and precisions generated and presents the results. 

This is mostly focused on the method with the greatest precision. The precision derives from 

the data set attributes. Such accuracies can be improved with better and better data sets and 

computer systems. 

The best algorithms that provide precision are selected to find the prediction based on 

the accuracy provided by the algorithms. The simulation models are based on ten functions 

and the precision for modeling techniques is determined. Table contrasts the accuracy. The 

maximum precision is gained by contrasting the Stacking grading process. 

For reality, forward selection and backward selection as well as some minor variances of the 

search process are commonly utilized. The rear selection consists of beginning with a model 

with the entire range and deleting the function with a highest score at each step. Advanced 

selection is the other way around: it ends with a vacuum set of characteristics and 

incorporates a change in the current result. 

Forward Feature Selection:  Index (['age', 'sex', 'trestbps', 'chol', 'fbs', 'restecg', 'exang', 
'oldpeak', 'ca', 'thal'] 
     

Backward Feature Selection:  Index (['age', 'sex', 'trestbps', 'chol', 'fbs', 'restecg', 'exang', 
'oldpeak', 'ca', 'thal'] 
 

The dataset consists of total 573 records in Heart disease database. The total records 

are divided into two data sets one is used for training consists of 303 records & another for 

testing consists of 270 records. 

 

In feature selection process for forward and backward selection process. During the first 

iteration when the models where ran using all the attributes the accuracy was good for 

example in the range of 85-90%. In the second iteration, the features were reduced from 13 to 

12 and the accuracy was the same and as we went ahead we started removing the attributes 

one by one until the 10th attribute, here we observed that the accuracy for the models are 85-

90% and if we further reduced the attributes or feature then the accuracy will get reduced to 

80-85%. Here we concluded that there should be minimum of 10 attributes for better accuracy 

if we decrease the number of number of attributes the accuracy is affected and if we increase 

the number of attributes performance will be affected. 
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4.1 AdaBoost Algorithm  
 

As we below are the confusion matrix and classification report for AdaBoost algorithm. 

 

FIG.4.1.1. AdaBoost Algorithm confusion matrix 

 

As we can in the above diagram the it has predicted that 33 people does not have heart 

diseases which is correct but for 9 subjects it has predicted wrong on the other hand for 

subject who has diseases it has predicted correct for 38 subject but incorrect for 11 subjects. 

 

 

FIG.4.1.2. Classification report of the AdaBoost algorithm 
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The above diagram tells us about the classification of the AdaBoost algorithm as we can 

see that we are getting a good precision of 78.6% for Yes and 77.6% for No. Also, for recall the 

accuracy is good which is 75% for Yes and 80.9% for No. 

FIG.4.1.3. ROC Curve (AdaBoost) 

 

The above diagram tells us about the ROC Curve of the AdaBoost algorithm, the AUC score of  

AdaBoost algorithm is 0.91 

 

FIG.4.1.4. Plot Input to Loss (AdaBoost) 

 

The above diagram tells us about the Log Loss graph of the AdaBoost algorithm, the los value 

of AdaBoost algorithm is 0.43921. 
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4.2 XGBoost Algorithm 

As we below are the confusion matrix and classification report for XGBoost algorithm. 

 

FIG.4.2.1. XGBoost Algorithm confusion matrix 

 

As we can in the above diagram the it has predicted that 44 people does not have heart 

diseases which is correct but for 47 subjects it has predicted wrong on the other hand for 

subject who has diseases it has predicted correct for 0 subject but incorrect for 0 subjects. 

 

 

FIG.4.2.2. Classification report of the XGBoost algorithm 
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The above diagram tells us about the classification of the XGBoost algorithm as we can 

see that we are getting a bad precision of 48.4% for Yes and 0% for No. Also, for recall the 

accuracy is good which is 100% for Yes and bad for 0% for No. 

 

FIG.4.2.3. ROC Curve (XGBoost) 

The above diagram tells us about the ROC Curve of the XGBoost algorithm, the AUC score of 

the XGBoost algorithm is 0.50. 

 

 

FIG.4.2.4. Plot Input to Loss (XGBoost) 

The above diagram tells us about the Log Loss graph of the XGBoost algorithm, the los value of 

XGBoost algorithm is nan. 
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4.3 Stacking Algorithm  
 

As we below are the confusion matrix and classification report for Stacking algorithm. 

 

FIG.4.3.1. Stacking Algorithm confusion matrix 

 

As we can in the above diagram the it has predicted that 33 people does not have heart 

diseases which is correct but for 9 subjects it has predicted wrong on the other hand for 

subject who has diseases it has predicted correct for 41 subject but incorrect for 11 subjects. 

 

 

FIG.4.3.2. Classification report of the Stacking algorithm 
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The above diagram tells us about the classification of the Stacking algorithm as we can see that 

we are getting a good precision of 84.6% for Yes and 78.8% for No. Also, for recall the 

accuracy is good which is 75% for Yes and 87.2% for No. 

There were various methods developed using the same data sets for heart disease 

compared to other related papers. The techniques for classifying and forecasting heart disease 

correlated with these existing models, however. The proposed grouping of learning ensembles 

and simulation models thus have the potential to reduce the amount of incorrect diagnosis 

and inappropriate medical treatments that have impacted the health of patients. The proposed 

community classification and prediction models allow early and accurate detection of heart 

disease and thereby help improve chances of survival and save millions of lives for heart 

disease patients. Our experiment demonstrate ensembles performs better than single 

classifiers whereas the stacked ensembles gives higher accuracy. 

 

FIG.4.3.3. ROC Curve (Stacking) 

 

The above diagram tells us about the ROC Curve of the Stacking algorithm, the AUC score of 

the Stacking algorithm is 0.83. 
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FIG.4.3.4. Plot Input to Loss (Stacking) 

 

The above diagram tells us about the Log Loss graph of the Stacking algorithm, the los value of 

Stacking algorithm is 0.6893. 

4.4 Voting 
 

 

FIG.4.4.1. Voting Algorithm confusion matrix 

 

As we can in the above diagram the it has predicted that 27 people does not have heart 

diseases which is correct but for 17 subjects it has predicted wrong on the other hand for  
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subject who has diseases it has predicted correct for 43 subjects but incorrect for 4 subjects. 

 

 

FIG.4.4.2. Classification report of the Voting algorithm 

 

The above diagram tells us about the classification of the Voting algorithm as we can see that 

we are getting a good precision of 87.1% for Yes and 71.8% for No. Also, for recall the 

accuracy is good which is 61% for Yes and 91.5% for No 

 

FIG.4.4.3. ROC Curve (Voting) 

 

The above diagram tells us about the ROC Curve of the Voting algorithm, the AUC score of the  

Voting algorithm is 0.83 
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FIG.4.4.4. Plot Input to Loss (Voting) 

 

The above diagram tells us about the Log Loss graph of the Voting algorithm, the los value of 

Voting algorithm is 0.5797 

4.5 GUI 
 

As in the below picture we can see the Graphical User Interface which we designed for testing 
the user input. We have built this GUI using python library wx Python. In the GUI part the user 
enters the values which are required to diagnose heart disease by our developed trained 
model/classifier. We have used Stacking Ensemble classification algorithm to predict the User 
Input Algorithm Comparison. 
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FIG.4.4.1. GUI 

 

4.6 Algorithm Comparison 
 

Matrix\Classifier AdaBoost XGBoost Stacking 

Percentage Correct 86 55 89 

 

As in the above table we can see that the stacking classifier has the highest number of 

accuracies is for the stacking classifier and then followed by AdaBoost algorithm and the last is 

XGBoost. Here AdaBoost performs very well and gives a nice accuracy and same in the case 

with stacking classifier. But XGBoost is not able to perform as much as other algorithm the 

reason behind this was it requires a large amount of dataset which unfortunately is 

unavailable. 
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Chapter V - Conclusion and Future Work 

5.1 Conclusion 
 

Our dissertation was associated with machine learning methods, such as healthcare 

identification. Specific machine learning methods were evaluated by literature. The assembly 

description produces better results. Therefore, we have used various ensembles like bagging, 

boosting and stacking in the prediction of heart disease numeric data set to achieve better 

accuracy results. Testing data sets setting together strategies were extremely efficient. The 

tests of stacking ensemble reveal great results here.  

 

In this project, we have predicted whether the subject is prone to heart diseases. The 

proposed system was done in the following two phases: pre-processing of dataset and 

predicting the diseases using machine learning algorithms. The first phase of the system was 

pre-processing the data. The data was passed to feature selection process so that features of 

high value are selected for machine learning models. Then, it was passed to the algorithms. 

The first algorithm was the AdaBoost classifier, this algorithm gave a very good accuracy for 

the testing set which was in the range 85-90%. The next algorithm was the XGBoost algorithm 

which gave an accuracy of 50-60% the reason behind this was that the dataset given to 

XGBoost for training was small, this algorithm needs a bigger data for good prediction. The 

third and the last algorithm was the stacking classifier in these two models where combined 

which are XGBClassifier and RandomForestClassifier which gave an accuracy of 85- 90%. After 

the algorithms are trained the user then enters 13 of his medical details and then the 

application predicts if the person has heart diseases or not. Hence, the more accurate the 

algorithms the better it will help to predict the heart diseases. I also founded that there are 

more upcoming algorithms that can be more accurate than the above three algorithms. The 

findings of the different configurations of the system suggest that the proposed model 

provides more reliable information to medical decision-makers. The model proposed is an 

effective model of artificial intelligence for cardiovascular prediction, particularly in terms of 

sensitivity and specificity, which are clinically important evaluation actions. In conclude, this 

work demonstrates the benefit for clinic decision-makers by combining initial test properties 

with expected grade labels of specimens through different grading algorithms. 
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5.2 Future Scope 
 

The proposed application can be further extended to find the different types of 

prediction of diseases like diabetes, respiratory infection, lung diseases and many more. Also, 

we can create an android application which the user can download anytime and whenever he 

wants, he can check the condition of his heart. Not only this as we have diabetes kit which now 

a day’s people carry everywhere in the same way we can implement this software in a 

machine in which the user just has to give a sample of his blood the machine will calculate all 

the 13 attributes and run the models and will tell the condition of your heart, due to this the 

patient doesn’t have to go the hospital to find his personal details, this will also make sure that 

his personal medical details are safe and secure. The desktop or android application can not 

only be used for predicting heart diseases but also be used for predicting the football results 

and other sports too. Furthermore, it can be used for educational purpose in medical colleges. 

This system can be incorporating with a deep learning module. The plan explores 

technologies, problems and potential work in the field of healthcare machinery to achieve 

greater detailed use for photos, ECGs and signaling information. Although the study outlines 

the simplicity of the model, adding additional classifiers is a challenge in achieving better 

performance. Further fuser classifiers may also apply to future experiments to the proposed 

model. Therefore, the current design would be broadened for other types of diseases as 

another tool for future research. 
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